Antibody repertoire diversity, potentially as high as 10 11 unique molecules in a single individual, confounds characterization by conventional sequence analyses. In this study, we present a general method for assessing human antibody sequence diversity displayed on phage using massively parallel pyrosequencing, a novel application of Kabat column-labeled profile Hidden Markov Models, and translated complementarity determining region (CDR) capture-recapture analysis. Pyrosequencing of domain amplicon and RCA PCR products generated 1.5 ؋ 10 6 reads, including more than 1.9 ؋ 10 5 high quality, full-length sequences of antibody variable fragment (Fv) variable domains. Novel methods for germline and CDR classification and fine characterization of sequence diversity in the 6 CDRs are presented. Diverse germline contributions to the repertoire with random heavy and light chain pairing are observed. All germline families were found to be represented in 1.7 ؋ 10 4 sequences obtained from repeated panning of the library. While the most variable CDR (CDR-H3) presents significant length and sequence variability, we find a substantial contribution to total diversity from somatically mutated germline encoded CDRs 1 and 2. Using a capture-recapture method, the total diversity of the antibody library obtained from a human donor Immunoglobulin M (IgM) pool was determined to be at least 3.5 ؋ 10 10 . The results provide insights into the role of IgM diversification, display library construction, and productive germline usages in antibody libraries and the humoral repertoire.
HMM ͉ phage display ͉ pyrosequencing ͉ CDRs T he humoral immune response recognizes novel molecular surfaces by exposure to a vast repertoire of potential binding partners (1) . Antibody paratopes, the agents of humoral molecular recognition, mediate specific binding through a protein-antigen interface that varies dramatically between molecules. When confronted with a novel antigen, the chance that any given antibody in the pool will bind is low. Therefore, it is primarily the diversity of the antibody repertoire that determines whether a specific complementary paratope will be recovered (2) .
Under such selective pressures, a number of mechanisms to maximize the recognition potential of the antibody repertoire have evolved. Antibody paratopes are found at the hypervariable region of a light and heavy chain heterodimer. Each chain contributes 3 loops to a spatial cluster of complementarity determining regions (CDRs). CDRs 1 and 2 are encoded in germline V-segment loci: 51 V H and 70 V / loci, each with unique amino acid encodings, exist in a typical human haplotype (3) (4) (5) . Diversity in each chain is determined by combinatorial V H -(D H )-J H (for the heavy) or V / -J / (for the light) rearrangements, P and N-addition, junctional flexibility, and somatic hypermutation of variable domain nucleotides, with a concentration on CDR encoding regions (6, 7) . The combinatorial association of such stochastically generated light and heavy chains has the potential to generate many orders of magnitude more diversity than can be uniquely displayed on the 10 11 B-cells in a single individual's lymphocyte population (2, 8) . With each antibody variable fragment (Fv) encoded by at least 650 base pairs, the presented repertoire is potentially 4 orders of magnitude larger than the entire human diploid genome (6.4 ϫ 10 9 bp).
Such extreme sequence diversity poses multiple challenges to repertoire characterization efforts. Achieving sufficient sampling depth to determine total diversity is impractical with Sanger-based sequencing (6, 7) . High-throughput sequencing methods, while able to address sampling depth, have until recently produced read lengths under 200 bp; too short to span 3 CDRs in a single read (9) . While in other settings these technologies can rely on assembly to overcome short read lengths (10) , the diverse yet repetitive character of antibody Fv reads cause assembly to either fail or return erroneous chimeric contigs that do not represent individual population members (10, 11) . Once sequences are obtained, somatic hypermutation and junctional diversity pose a challenge to reliable CDR boundary identification (12) (13) (14) . The problem is significant: a recent study reports that over 10% of the variable domain sequences in the Kabat antibody database have been misnumbered by existing methods (15) . Given these limitations, past diversity assessment efforts have focused on low-resolution length-based CDR3 spectratyping (16) and local nucleotide-level V-(D)-J assessment of more limited TCR ␤-chain (10) and zebrafish repertoires (17) . While these approaches provide valuable insights into specific features of binding site diversification, it has not yet been feasible to characterize the combined effects of diversification on the complete translated paratope at molecular resolution.
Long-read high-throughput sequencing chemistry, Bayesian fold recognition and a single chain variable fragment (scFv) architecture have created an opportunity for complete paratope repertoire analysis. Recent advances in high-throughput pyrosequencing chemistry have allowed 10 6 400 bp sequences to be generated in a single run: deep enough for capture-recapture diversity assessments and long enough to span all 3 CDRs of a chain in a single read. Once read, a novel application of Kabat-labeled profile Hidden Markov Models (HMM) borrows from advances in remote homology fold recognition to provide an O(n) fast, highly accurate unified Bayesian framework for domain recognition, CDR boundary identification, and multiple sequence alignment (18) (19) (20) (21) . With reliable access to the entire CDR contribution of a variable domain in a single read combined with shotgun reads spanning the heavy-light chain pair-ing, it becomes possible to directly estimate and characterize the number of unique binding surfaces presented by an antibody library repertoire.
Accurate diversity assessment is of particular interest during the construction of combinatorial antibody repertoires (22, 23) . Phage display libraries allow an antibody repertoire to be queried with a candidate antigen directly, without the need to proceed through in vivo immunization (24, 25) . A number of strategies for introducing repertoire diversity during library construction have been proposed (26) (27) (28) but existing methods to assess the final functional library diversity are based on estimates of transformation efficiency and limited sequence sampling. Here we present the design and assessment of a scFv library built directly from the complete germline diversity of 654 human donor Immunoglobulin M (IgM) repertoires; a lymphocyte reservoir that includes naïve, memory, plasma, and preimmune somatically altered paratopes (29) (30) (31) . The available diversity of the entire library was assessed directly using high-throughput pyrosequencing to generate datasets large enough to perform capture-recapture diversity (17) and chain assortment estimates. We also compare the repertoire and diversity of the input library to functional binders derived from panning the library against 16 diverse antigens. The results provide a powerful method for monitoring diversity during future library construction efforts and fundamental insights into the strategy of functional paratope diversification elected by evolutionary forces.
Results
Antibody Library Generation. Heavy and light chain V-genes from 654 healthy human donors were separately amplified by PCR using equimolar mixture of degenerate family primers (32, 33) individually validated at a common reaction condition of 25 PCR cycles at 94°C for 45 sec, 58°C for 45 sec and 72°C for 60 sec. The heavy and light domain products were randomly associated in a scFv V H -(G 4 S 1 ) 3 linker-V L architecture. A total of 120 g of scFv antibody repertoire from 72 g of VH-Vk and 48 g of VH-V was obtained and ligated into a display vector. Three hundred and ten transformations yielded 302 ml total library volume. Plating of serial dilutions for colony counting resulted in an estimated 3.1 ϫ 10 10 (SD 0.7 ϫ 10 10 ) successful transformants containing scFv antibodies in the total remaining 301 ml library pool.
Antibody Library Selections. Sequences for more than 1.7 ϫ 10 4 nonredundant antibodies were obtained from output generated by panning against 16 human and nonhuman targets. These sequences were CDR clustered using the profile HMM CDR and germline classification methods used on the library. For each antigen, an average of 30 representative sequences from distinct CDR clusters were selected for further characterization: affinities obtained ranged from less than 100 pM to over 1 M.
454 Sequencing. Each of the 2 samples, rolling circle amplified (RCA) shotgun and variable domain PCR amplicon, were sequenced using the GS FLX Titanium large PicoTiter plate in 2 separate sequencing runs. The 2 sequencing runs combined yielded 1,452,529 and 1,602,399 raw well reads for the shotgun and amplicon library, respectively. After the signal processing step of the 454 data analysis pipeline, where reads may be rejected by multiple signal and quality filters, we obtained 923,876 (shotgun) and 554,310 (amplicon) quality filter-passing reads.
Accuracy of Profile HMM CDR Classification and Kabat Numbering. In 779 benchmark cases, 99.8% of CDR-H3 loops were classified correctly, and all other CDRs received perfect classification (supporting information (SI) Fig. S1A ). The single error was due to assignment of stem residue, H102, to a neighboring insert state at the C terminus of the H3 (Fig. S1B) . With a CDR boundary insert correction, all cases classified correctly.
Using the scFv HMM (Smith/Waterman local alignment, expectation value Ͻ10 Ϫ10 , Ͼ70% match state occupancy in all FW regions in single reading frame), 96,303 heavy and 98,946 light chain reads spanning entire variable domains in a single reading frame were identified in the pyrosequencing results, aligned, and CDR labeled.
GS-Linker Assessment.
Of the subset of RCA shotgun library reads that spanned the GS-linker and framework regions of V H and V / domains to either side, 95.6% appeared as expected by design. The remaining 4.4% had predominantly single errors that could be genuine linker errors or pyrosequencing read errors.
Germline Classification of Library Clones. In Ͼ250,000 simulations, sequences with less than 30 mutations in the V-segment were never misclassified. Even with up to 50 simulated mutations, 99.97% of test sequences were correctly classified, with only 5.8% receiving reduced family-level classification ( Fig. S2 A and B) . This limited rate of resolution reduction corrects 84% of sequences misclassified by a naïve approach. By comparison, 95% of all antibodies recovered from the library differed by less than 30 mutations from the closest germline allele (Fig. S2C ).
Using the classification method, all Ig-bearing library sequence reads were classified to germlines (Table 1) . Forty-eight heavy and 53 light known functional V-segment germline loci were encountered at least 10 times in the full-domain sequence reads (Tables S1  and S2 ). In addition, 2 germlines listed as pseudogenes by International ImMunoGeneTics Information System (IMGT) (HV3-h and HV3-71) were recovered in rearranged form (127 and 240 times, respectively). Germlines sampled were consistent between variable-domain amplicon and RCA-amplified shotgun library samples and resemble the distribution found in Kabat database, although some differences are observed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov assessments: Amplicon vs. RCA D ϭ 0.0930; P ϭ 0.989, Amplicon vs. panned D ϭ 0.1163, P ϭ 0.917, Amplicon vs. Kabat D ϭ 0.1395, P ϭ 0.765).
Heavy and Light Chain Pairing. Heavy and light chain family pairings in the library were found to occur in proportion to the abundance of the respective families: indistinguishable from a null model of random assortment ( 2 observed vs. expected: H/L: P value: 0.9512) ( Fig. 1 A and B) . While most of the dominant germline families are represented in the chain pairings of leads generated after panning, in panned sequences we observe nonrandom assortment of families ( 2 panned vs. library H/L: P value: 0.00107), illustrated by the deemphasis of KV4 and the increased lambda contribution (Fig. 1C) .
CDR-H3 Diversity. The CDR-H3 length distribution was consistent across site-directed and RCA-amplified shotgun library preparation approaches. A Poisson distribution with mean 11.5 (Kabat 95-102), as observed by others, was consistent with results found here (7), although an increase in H3 of length 5 was observed. (Fig. 2A) .
Somatic Mutation Distribution. In V-segment encoded CDRs (1 and 2), 17% of sequences were unaltered from germline, while 78% of sequences had between 1 and 6 aa mutations ( Fig. 2C ; see Tables  S1 and S2 for details). The definition of somatic mutation used counts distance from closest germline allele and could therefore be inflated by novel allelic and copy number loci variations not found in IMGT. Position specific scoring matrices of all sequences for each germline show a pattern of somatic hypermutation consistent with that previously reported (34) .
Total Diversity Estimate. The observed diversity in the heavy chain is dominated by contributions from the CDR-H3 (Fig. 3A) , while that observed in the light chain is more evenly contributed by all 3 CDRs (Fig. 3B) . In the total paratope contribution from the heavy chain, diversity contributions from H1 and H2 more than double the diversity found in H3 alone. In the light chain, combined CDR diversity is more than 6-fold higher than diversity in any single CDR. Figure 3 C and D, showing percent recapture at sampling depths for the heavy and light chain CDRs, respectively, recapitulates patterns observed in the diversity estimates (Fig. 3 A and B) with CDR-H1 and CDR-H2 approaching saturation at lower sampling depths than CDR-H3. In the light chain, CDR-L2 saturates at lower sampling depths than both CDR-L1 and CDR-L3. In general, the approach to saturation for the light chain is more rapid than the heavy chain counterpart. A lower bound estimate of 2.2 ϫ 10 5 (SD 2.2 ϫ 10 3 ) diversity for heavy domain, and 1.6 ϫ 10 5 (SD 0.8 ϫ 10 3 ) for the light domain is obtained by nonredundant capture-recapture at M ϭ 33,000 as rarefaction trends toward asymptote in Figs. 3 A and B .
Discussion
Direct analysis of phage displayed paratope diversity was made possible by recent advances in long-read pyrosequencing, a novel application of profile HMM-based sequence analysis, and syntenic placement of Fv chains in the scFv construct. Long read lengths allowed the entire CDR contributions from variable chains to be assessed in concert without assembly. A combination of variabledomain amplicon and RCA of plasmid library sample preparations used for sequencing allowed for the depth required for effective capture-recapture based diversity assessments, heavy and light chain paring assignment, and scFv construct integrity (including the GS linker) to be evaluated directly. HMM-based residue labeling provided the flexibility required for accurate CDR identification and residue-specific somatic hypermutation rate assessment in a diverse sequence space. Germline analysis provided a mechanism to assess the dispersion of potential paratope diversity in an antibody repertoire.
Considering only CDRs and using a stringent definition of diversity that requires at least 2 amino acid mutations from any other sequence for each chain to be considered unique, a lower bound diversity estimate of 2.2 ϫ 10 5 was determined for the heavy chain CDRs, and 1.6 ϫ 10 5 for the light chain CDRs. While it is possible that this strict definition of diversity underestimates the total number of unique molecules available in the library, doing so minimizes the chance that read errors in assembly-free sequence could contribute to artificially inflating the recapture diversity estimates. Given the observed random pairing of heavy and light chain variable domain families in the library (Fig. 1) , we estimate the combined library diversity of unique nonredundant paratopes to be near 3.5 ϫ 10 10 . This estimate is quite similar to the predicted number of transformants recovered during library construction (3.1 ϫ 10 10 , SD 0.7 ϫ 10 10 ). While rarefaction studies do not show complete saturation for the concatenated CDRs at sampling depths displayed (Fig. 3 A and B) , the projected asymptotes suggest that the diversity of a well-constructed phage displayed antibody library is limited by transformation efficiency.
The single largest source of paratope diversity in antibodies is derived from variation in the heavy chain CDR3 loop. In the library, CDR-H3 lengths ranged from 1 to 31 aa, following an apparent Poisson distribution (Fig. 2 A) . While every amino acid could be found at most positions in CDR-H3, the distribution of abundances varied depending on sequence length (Fig. S3 ) in a manner characteristic of these loops previously observed in human antibodies (27, 34) .
Diversity in V-segment encoded CDR 1 and 2 is dispersed by germline origin and diversified by somatic hypermutation. The 48 heavy and 53 light germlines found in the library provide 2,544 distinct potential heterodimer pairings. Library antibodies pair randomly at the family level in the scFv construct. If this trend can be assumed to hold true at the level of germlines, then based on frequencies observed (Table 1; see Tables S1 and S2 for complete list) and a library size of 10 10 , one can expect to find between 10 5 -10 7 unique combinations of most heterodimer germline pairs in the library. In each chain, germline encoded CDRs 1 and 2 vary by average of 4.4 aa from the next closest germline. This gap in CDR sequence space between germlines is thoroughly explored by somatic hypermutation, with 78% of antibody chains displaying between 1-6 aa mutations in their V-segment encoded CDRs. The total contribution of germline origins and somatic mutation is substantial: estimates that consider all 3 CDRs on each chain result in a 12-fold increase in total diversity compared an estimate derived from H3 and L3 alone (Fig. 3) .
When panning 16 diverse protein test antigens with the phage displayed antibody library, multiple binders were always success- fully recovered. In sequencing over 1.7 ϫ 10 4 leads recovered during the second and third round of panning, antibodies were found to be derived from almost every germline available in the library. For each antigen panned, at least 30 unique antibody clusters were identified that explored multiple distinct epitopes across their respective target's surface. The diversity of binders recovered is a strong indication that the deliberate inclusion of diverse frameworks into the library contributed directly to accessible diversity. While some variation in germline frequency (Table 1 ) and chain pairings (Fig. 1C) were observed, the overall similarity in distributions between the phage display library and panned binder products suggests that germlines were recruited in rough proportion to their availability. This indicates that the display of antibody on phage in a scFv format does not significantly restrict the available diversity accessible to in vitro panning.
Even with 302 transformations, diversity came close to saturating transformants. While heavy and light chain shuffling and pooling of cDNA from multiple donors during library construction makes it difficult to speculate on whether this is a direct reflection of the diversity of individual antibody diversity or of the degree of humoral overlap between individuals, it does suggest that the maximum possible repertoire diversity supported by human germlines may yet be fully explored by phage display. While this library design was successful, biases during construction can always impact the final functional diversity and not be readily noticeable using traditional diversity estimation techniques. In future library development projects, deep sequencing in conjunction with germline and CDR analysis could provide a powerful quality assurance technique to identify and correct biases that may be introduced during each stage of library construction. This general methodology has immediate applications in quality assurance during library construction as well as potential applications in antibody repertoire assessment in disease states.
Materials and Methods
Construction of Human Naïve scFv Library. Total RNA and/or mRNA were obtained from 637 healthy human peripheral blood leukocyte donors (BioChain Institute and Clontech) and 17 human spleens (BioChain Institute, Clontech, and OriGene). First strand cDNA was synthesized by using human heavy chain constant region primer HuIgM (5Ј-TGGAAGAGGCACGTTCTTTTCTTT-3Ј), human constant region primer HuC (5Ј-AGACTCTCCCCTGTTGAAGCTCTT-3Ј) and human constant region primer HuC (5Ј-TGAAGATTCTGTAGGGGCCACTGTCTT-3Ј) according to vendor specifications (Invitrogen). Human heavy and light chain V-genes were separately amplified by PCR using equimolar mixture of degenerate family primers (32, 33): 9 V H and 4JH for VH genes, 7 V and 5 J for V genes, and 9 V and 3 J for V genes at a final concentration of 10pmol/l of each primer. The amplified products were assembled as V H-(G4S1)3linker-VL scFv antibodies according to Marks and Bradbury (32) . The assembled scFv antibody repertoire were purified, cut with SfiI, and cloned into a vector. TG1 competent cells (Stratagene) were transformed in with the scFv vector by electraporation using BTX 1 mm gap cuvettes in 310 parallel reactions. Transformation efficiency was estimated by colony counting of plated serial dilutions drawn from 1 ml of the 302 ml posttransformant pool before any incubation. Selection of Human Antibodies from scFv Phage Display Library. Phage antibodies were prepared from scFv library glycerol stocks according to published protocols (33) . The specific antibodies to 16 diverse antigens were selected and screened by ELISA and BIAcore assay after 3-4 rounds of biopanning through either immobilized antigen at 5-10 g/ml for solid phase or biotinylated antigen at 20 -200 nM for solution phase depending on the antigens according to standard protocols (33) . The obtained antibodies were sequenced and grouped by CDR clustering for further analysis.
454 Titanium Sequencing. Two sample preparation strategies were used for sequencing the scFv library. High-depth bidirectional variable domain coverage was provided by PCR amplification of the V H and V/V scFv insert regions using amplicon specific primers complementary to the constant regions of the vector and the GS-linker and harboring the 454 Titanium adaptor sequences to generate Ig amplicon libraries. Vector composition and read error-rate were assessed by sequencing single-stranded RCA-shotgun libraries generated by RCA of the whole vector, followed by random shearing and ligation of 454 Titanium adaptors. The sequencing runs using the Roche/454 Genome Sequencer FLX were set up according to the 454 Titanium Sequencing protocol. Please see SI Text for RCA and shotgun Library preparation, PCR amplicon library preparation (including primer sequences used, Table S3 ), and sample library titration for 454 Titanium sequencing. Information on controls performance, loading density, and signal intensities in addition to signal processing and run yield are listed as well.
Sequence Analysis. Translation, multiple sequence alignment, Kabat numbering and identification of structurally conserved CDR boundary positions were performed with HMMER profile hidden Markov models (18) designed to represent the scFv architecture. The HMM was trained with normalized concatenations of 95% nonredundant IMGT (35) germline V and J segment amino acid multiple sequence alignments, a direct GS-linker encoding, and a permissive insert D segment. Direct mapping of Kabat numbering system to columns in the HMM allowed specific Kabat positions and ranges to be identified. CDRs were bounded by conserved Kabat positions H1 31-35, H2 51-61, H3 93-102; L1 24 -34, L2 50 -56, and L3 89 -97 that could be identified with high accuracy (details in SI Text). The approach was evaluated with a benchmark of 779 superposed nonredundant antibody structures from multiple species. Reads with frames bearing 10 Ϫ10 or better expectation values to the model were aligned to and annotated by the profile. Seventy percent match state coverage in neighboring framework regions was a read-through requirement for CDR and GS-linker analysis.
Germline Classification. Classification of V segment germlines was performed by nucleotide comparison to IMGT database of allelic variants using BLAST (36) . Classification was made to germline, and a subset of very similar germlines were pregrouped during classification (Indicated by solidus in Table 1 ). To address increased risk of misclassification in a mutation-rich sequence space, confidence in classification was assigned using a benchmarked probabilistic framework. Confidence that the top hit was the correct germline was determined by
where Si is the confidence that primary hypothesis i is correct, is the common alignable query sequence length, is the observed number of mutations between query and germline i, ␦ is the distance difference between the primary hypothesis i and the alternate g, and G is the total number of germlines. In cases where the sum of alternate hypotheses was greater than the cutoff 10 Ϫ3 , family classification was attempted. The method's ability to classify sequences with somatic mutations and read errors was benchmarked by simulation: Ͼ250,000 sequences derived from human frameworks and bearing progressive simulated somatic mutation loads. Diversity Assessment. Nonredundant functional binder diversity was assessed per domain, using only translated CDR sequences from single reading frames spanning the entire variable domain. By ignoring silent mutations and any mutations that occurred in the framework, sequencing error effects were minimized and only variation most likely to impact binding specificity was evaluated. Diversity was determined with capture-recapture rarefaction as previously described (17) with 2 modifications: 1) the entity compared when assessing recapture was the translated amino acid content of CDRs, and 2) a rigorous nonredundant diversity assessment, counting any CDR concatenation with less than 2 amino acid differences as being a functionally equivalent recapture, was performed for each estimate.
